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To be and not to be: With wisdom and grace or stupidity and disgrace after the SARS-CoV2 outbreak
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The day before yesterday, it was shameful for some politicians, especially President Trump, to label SARS-CoV2 virus as discriminatory "Chinese Virus". Politicians should be more professional and graceful, and distance themselves from the independence of the academy if something remains unknown to them. Besides, there were two months for President Trump to prepare the Americans for this Virus [1]; unfortunately, could he have given more attention to his duty of anti-SARS-CoV2 action, despite spending time to defending against the impeachment of his presidency? Besides, in line with this idea, presidential candidate Hillary Clinton wrote: "The president is turning to racist rhetoric to distract from his failures to take the coronavirus seriously early on, make tests widely available and adequately prepare the country for a period of crisis. Don’t fall for it. Don’t let your friends and family fall for it".

Yesterday, as the director of WHO retorted, "Should we call H1N1 the American Flu? No, we avoid doing. Presidential candidate Elizabeth Warren also tweeted "I’ve said it once and I will say it again loud enough for the White House & Fox News and everyone else to hear: coronavirus does not discriminate. Bigotry against people of Asian descent is unacceptable, un-American and harmful to our COVID19 response efforts". We can also ask whether we should rename the Spanish flu the “American Flu”? Today, the image of Trump intentionally changing the term “coronavirus” to “Chinese Virus” in his speech notes was caught by a Washington Post photographer.

We (governments, the press, publishers and journals) could have guidelines against such dangerous aggression associated with racists to create hate and crime. Besides, it is anti-science, anti-society, immoral and anti-humanity.

As Lawrence S. Bacon, President of Harvard University, wrote yesterday, "None knows what we will face in the weeks ahead. But everyone knows enough to understand that COVID19 will test our capabilities to be kind and generous and to see beyond ourselves and our own interests. Our task now is to bring the best of who we are and what we do to a world that is more complex and more confused than any of us would like it to be. May we all proceed with wisdom and grace." This is the way to go.

The origin of SARS-CoV2 remains scientifically undetermined [2] and politicians should be careful to avoid misleading their people. His speech is otherwise dampening our COVID19 response efforts in disease prevention, controlling and global co-operation. Now the world must come together as one. Furthermore, if the Chinese president or anyone else starts playing rhetorical "ping-pong" by calling COVID19 the "American Virus" or something similar, this may culminate in endless diplomatic disputes. Unlike any other business, the press or all us should be cautious to remind everyone loudly and repeatedly instead that not only scientific authors but also politicians need to obey the codes of science, society, morality and humanity [3].
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